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The President arid Directors,
Globe Kxplorction fc lv; in ing Co. Ltd. ,
Suite 4a-a,
62 Richmond Street West,
Toronto, I., Onto rio.

Gentlemen:

This report describee the results of u program of geophysical 

survey conducted on your property known ae Block No, 18, located in 

IvjcCi-rt Township, Timmins Area, Ontario. The results ere depicted 

on the plan accompany in # this report, plotted to a scale of l Inch * 200 feet.

The property is located in Lot 2, South-Half, Concession III,
j

of ! cCrjrt Township, Porcupine Mining Division, and is comprised of the 

following four (4) unpatertted mining claims:

r-60343, F-80348, P-6Q255 and P-603ft6.

The location i  nt the east central purt of the township and 

l j? m ile to the west of Wilson Lake, which is ubout l mile west of 

Junction Airfield,

Access con be readily had by Highway No. 11 to the said 

airfield, D.nd by an ea st* west gravel side-road, vis Wilson L^.ke, to 

the south boundary of th*? claim block.
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The northwest part of the property is covered by spruce 

muskeg. Pet ailed topography a  noted by the geophysical operators, 

shows that the ground is flsst, without any outcrop area.

Government Geological Maps show that the geology is unknown, 

According to Preliminary Geological Map No. P 140, O, JX M. , 2. 5 miles 

to the northeast and southwest, the known geology cone lets of a formation 

of bnsic volcanics, intruded by bssic and ultrabasic intrusives.

Aeromagnetic data on Maps E970 tnd S02O, O. S, C. , show 

th&t this cl*Um block is located ut the southwest end of e northeasterly 

magnetic zone which change  to fs northwesterly direction at the north- 

ewet pft.rt of the claim f*rcniP' The magnetic stone is about 800 gammas - 

comparfitively worker than normally outlined over ultrabasic rocks, 

but strong enough for basic intrusive . However, the change in trend 

to s northwest direction is inferred us favourable for the occurrence 

of s* geological structure, possibly with mineralization.

The geophysical survey is comprised of a magnetic survey 

and an electromagnetic purvey, along picket lines cut mi 800-ft. intervals
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northe o st* southwest, to check the possibility of the above-said geological 

structure.

A total of 6. 33 miles of picket lines, base line and tie lines 

was cut and chained for the peophysical survey,

A total of 4. 58 miles of magnetometer survey was carried 

out, using PI Sharpe A-2 magnetometer with a sensitivity of 20 gammas 

per ecele division nnd the fosse-check method.

The name mileage of electromagnetic survey was carried 

out, usintf o Konka M-r-rk IV unit with a 800-ft. cable.

The magnetometer survey outlined en anomaly with highs 

in the order of 1800 to 3, 000 gammas along the north boundary mrea. 

The anomaly strikes e&st-westerly, but appears to turn to the northwest 

at the northwest corner of the claim block. The background readings 

are in the order of 450 to 5Rt? gammed. There is e weak dipole effect 

to the south of the magnetic anomaly, but no appreciable lineament to 

indicate the occurrence of 0 strong fault or shear. However, two weak 

magnetic zones outlined at the southern ftnd eastern parts of the claim 

block nppe&r to indicate the possibility of a weak northwest* southeast 

break across the property.
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The electromagnetic? survey obtained no indication of the 

occurrence of appreciable concentrations of conductive minerals at 

shallow depth on the property. Th  beat electromagnetic indication 

was encountered by traverse along Line 3N, , et a point Just south of 

the property. This indication shows that there is a weak conductor 

juet outside of the property which probably extends northwesterly to 

Line 6K. , at s point about 250 feet within the property. It follows 

that the ground located to the immediate south could be interesting, 

imd, if exploration work there conies out with some interesting 

mineralization, such mineralisation may extend into your property, 

possibly at greater depth.

^^

The geophysical survey outlined e. magnetic unomstly on 

your property. This anomaly is inferred as indicating a basic 

intrusive cuttinp andesine volcanics, However, the survey obtained 

no indication of the occurrence of on appreciable concentration of 

conductive m iner ale, such &B sulphides or graphite, ist shallow depth. 

There i , nevertheless, a weak conductor encountered by the survey 

just outside the south boundary of the property.

The writer recommends to apply for one year's assessment 

for these claims, and watch for further development et the neighbouring
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properties. The property ms*y hsve possibilities at depths g

than detectable by the eleetromajajnette method used for the survey.

Respectfully uubmitted, 

CANA EKP1XDRAT1ON CONSULTANTS LIMITED

8S8:rw S. S. Szctu, Ph. D., 
Encl. Consulting Geologist.

Toronto, Ontsrio, 

April 22nd, 1085.
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Claim post and claim boundary.

Swamp.

Magnetic control station.

Picket line cut and chained.

Magnetic readings obtained and

plotted at the SE. side of the picket line.

Magnetic contour.
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Electromognetic readings observed by using

a Ronka Mark-IV. unit with 3OOft. cable.

In-phase readings plotted at NW. side,

out-of-phase readings plotted at

SE. side of the picket line.

Scale of profile: I/IO'^ l^o of phase change.

Direction of traverse .
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